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Resumen

El control descentralizado se aplica en robótica, principalmente en múltiples robots

móviles cooperativos y manipuladores robóticos, donde es natural considerar cada

robot móvil o cada parte del manipulador como un subsistema del sistema completo.
Para robots manipuladores cada unión y su respectiva articulación se considera como

un subsistema con el fín de desarrollar controladores locales, los cuales solo consid

eran las mediciones de posición y velocidad angular, y compensar los efectos de in

terconexión que se suponen como perturbaciones. Los controladores resultantes son

fáciles de implementar para aplicaciones en tiempo real.

El campo de las redes neuronales ofrece una excelente metodología para el diseño

de sistemas de identificación y control; esto queda ejemplificado por sus múltiples

aplicaciones especialmente para sistemas no lineales complejos.
Este trabajo presenta una solución al problema de seguimiento de trayectorias para

manipuladores robóticos y se basa en dos esquemas. Primero, se considera un método

indirecto; se utiliza una estructura de red neuronal recurrente de alto orden (RHONN

por sus siglas en inglés Recurrent High Order Neural Network) para identificar la

dinámica de cada articulación del robotmanipulador, y en base a este modelo se deriva

una ley de control en tiempo discreto, que combina técnicas de modos deslizantes y
control por bloques. El enfoque de control por bloques se utiliza para diseñar xma

superficie deslizante no lineal tal que la dinámica resultante de modo deslizante sea

descrita por un sistema lineal deseado. El segundo esquema comtempla un método

directo; se utiliza un enfoque de control neuronal descentralizado "backstepping" para
diseñar un controlador adecuado. El controlador para cada articulación se aproxima
con una red neuronal de alto orden (HONN por sus siglas en inglés High OrderNeural

Network).
Finalmente para validar los resultados teóricos, se presenta la implementación en

tiempo real para cada uno de los esquemas propuestos en este trabajo utilizando un

robot manipulador de dos grados de libertad y un robot redundante de cinco grados de

libertad; además se presentan simulaciones para ambos esquemas de control utilizando

el robot Mitsubishi PA10-7CE.



Abstract

Decentralized control has been applied in robotics, mainly in cooperative múltiple

mobile robots and robotic manipulators, where it is natural consider each mobile robot

or each part ofmanipulator as a subsystem ofthe whole system. For robotmanipulators

each joint and its respective link is considered as a subsystem in order to develop local

controllers, which just consider local angular position and angular velocity measure

ments, and compénsate the interconnection effects, usually assumed as disturbances.

The resulting controllers are easy to implement for real-time applications.
Neural networks have become a well-established methodology as exemplified by

their applications to identification and control of general nonlinear and complex sys

tems; the use of high order neural networks for modelling and learning has recently
increased.

This work presents a solution of the trajectory tracking problem for robotic ma

nipulators based on two schemes. For the first one, an indirect method is consider; a

recurrent high order neural network (RHONN) structure is used to identify the robot

manipulator dynamics, and based on this model a discrete-time control law is derived,

which combines block control and the sliding mode techniques. The block control

approach is used to design a nonlinear sliding surface such that the resulting sliding
mode dynamics is described by a desired linear system; the second one considers a

direct design method, a decentralized neural backstepping approach is used in order to

design a suitable controller. The controller for each joint is approximated by a high
order neural network (HONN).

To this end the real-time implementation for the schemes proposed in this work are

presented, validating the theoretical results, using a two Degrees of Freedom (DOF)
robot manipulator and a five (DOF) redundant robot. Additionally, simulations for

both control schemes using a Mitsubishi PA10-7CE robot arm are presented.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Preliminaries

Robot manipulators are employed in a wide range of applications such as in manufac

turing to move materials, parts, and tools of various types. Future applications will

include nonmanufacturing tasks, as in construction, exploration of space, and medical

care.

In this context, a variety ofcontrol schemes have been proposed in order to guaran
tee efficient trajectory tracking and stability [57], [58]. Fast advance in computational

technology offers new ways for implementing control algorithms within the approach
ofa centralized control design [20]. However, there is a great challenge to obtain an ef

ficient control for this class of systems, due to its highly nonlinear complex dynamics,
the presence of strong interconnections, parameters difficult to determine, and unmod

eled dynamics. Considering only the most important terms, the mathematical model

obtained requires control algorithms with great number of mathematical operations,
which affect the feasibility of real-time implementations.

On the other hand, within the área of control systems theory, for more than three

decades, an altemative approach has been developed considering a global system as a

set of interconnected subsystems, for which it is possible to design independent con

trollers, considering only local variables to each subsystem: the so called decentralized

control [24], [28]. Decentralized control has been applied in robotics, mainly in coop
erative múltiple mobile robots and robot manipulators, where it is natural to consider

each mobile robot or each part ofthe manipulator as a subsystem ofthe whole system.

For robot manipulators each joint and the respective link is considered as a subsystem
in order to develop local controllers, which just consider local angular position and

1



2 Introduction

angular velocity measurements, and compénsate the interconnection effects, usually
assumed as disturbances. The resulting controllers are easy to implement for real-time

applications [29], [41].

In [17], the authors propose a robust adaptive decentralized control algorithm for

trajectory tracking of robot manipulators. The controller, which consists of a PD (Pro

portional plus Derivative) feedback part and a dynamic compensation part, is designed
based on the Lyapunov methodology.

In [46], a decentralized control of robot manipulators is developed, decoupling the

dynamic model ofthe manipulator in a set oflinear subsystems with uncertainties; sim

ulation results for a robot of two joints are shown. In [30], an approach ofdecentralized

neural identification and control for robots manipulators is presented using models in

discrete-time. In [53], a decentralized control for robot manipulators is reported; it is

based on the estimation of each joint dynamics, using feedforward neural networks.

A decentralized control scheme, on the basis of a recurrent neural identifier and

the block control structure is presented in [56]. This approach was tested only via

simulation, with a two degrees of freedom robot manipulator, and with an Articulated

Nimble Adaptable Trunk (ANAT) manipulator, with seven degrees of freedom. In

[48] the authors present a discrete-time decentralized neural identification and control

scheme for large-scale uncertain nonlinear systems, which is developed using recurrent

high order neural networks (RHONN); the neural network learning algorithm uses an

extended Kalman filter (EKF). The discrete-time control law proposed is based on

block control and sliding mode techniques. The control algorithm is first simulated,
and then implemented in real time for a two degree of freedom (DOF) planar robot.

In the recent literature about adaptive and robust control, numerous approaches
have been proposed for the design of nonlinear control systems. Among these, adap
tive backstepping constitutes a major design methodology [34], [59]. In [10] an adap
tive backstepping neural network control approach is extended to a class of large scale

nonlinear output feedback systems with completely unknown and mismatched inter

connections. The idea behind the backstepping approach is that some appropriate
functions of state variables are selected recursively as virtual control inputs for lower

dimensión subsystems ofthe overall system [38]. Each backstepping stage results in a

new virtual control design from the preceding design stages; when the procedure ends,

a feedback design for the practical control input results, which achieves the original

design objective. The backstepping technique provides a systematic framework for the

design of tracking and regulation strategies, suitable for a large class of state feedback

linearizable nonlinear systems [7], [34], [36], [37], .
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1.2 Motivation

Over the past three decades, the properties of linear interconnected systems have been

widely studied [18], [28], [60]. By contrast, the control ormodelling ofnonlinear inter

connected systems have not received the same attention. Due to physical configuration
and high dimensionality of interconnected systems, centralized control is neither eco-

nomically feasible ñor even necessary. Decentralized control are free from difficulties

due to complexity in design, debugging, data gathering, and storage requirements; they
are preferable for interconnected systems than centralized ones [5], [6]. Furthermore,

as opposite the centralized approach, the decentralized one has the great advantage to

be implemented with parallel processors.
These facts motívate the design of discrete-time decentralized neural controllers,

using only local information while guaranteeing stability for the whole system.

1.3 Objectives

The main objectives ofthis dissertation are stated as follows:

• To synthesize a decentralized scheme for trajectory tracking based on a recurrent

high order neural network (RHONN) structure trained with an extended Kalman

filter (EKF) to identify the robot dynamics, and to design each controller by the

block control and sliding mode technique.

• To synthesize a decentralized scheme for trajectory tracking based on a high
order neural network (HONN) structure trained with an EKF, to approximate
each controller using the backstepping technique.

• To develop the stability analyses, using the Lyapunov approach, for each one of

the proposed schemes.

• To implement in real-time, each one ofthe proposed schemes.

1.4 Dissertation Outline

This dissertation is organized as follows:

In Chapter 2, mathematical preliminaries are introduced, including stability defi

nitions and the extended Kalman filter training algorithm.
Then Chapter 3, presents a discrete-time decentralized control scheme for iden

tification and trajectory tracking. A recurrent high order neural network structure is



used to identify the robot manipulator model, and based on this model a discrete-time

control law is derived, which combines block control and sliding mode technique. The

block control approach is used to design a nonlinear sliding surface such that the re

sulting sliding mode dynamics is described by a desired linear system [4].

After that Chapter 4, describes a decentralized neural backstepping approach in

order to design a suitable controller for each subsystem. Afterwards, each resulting

controller is approximated by a high order neural network [19]. The HONN training is

performed on-line by means of an extended Kalman filter [3].

In Chapter 5, real-time implementation for the schemes proposed in this disserta

tion is presented, validating the theoretical results, using a two DOF robot manipulator

and a five DOF redundant robot. Additionally, simulation results for a seven DOF

robot arm are included.

In Chapter 6, some relevant conclusions and future work are stated.

Appendix A includes a brief explanation about the hardware and software xPC Tar

get [13] used for ANAT robot experimental evaluation.

Finally, Appendix B lists publications derived ofthis dissertation.



Chapter 2

Foundations

In this chapter, importantmathematicalpreliminaries, required infuture chapters, are

presented.

2.1 Stability Definitions

Consider a Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) nonlinear system:

x(k + \) = F(x(k),u(k)) (2.1)

y(k) = h(x(k)) (2.2)

where x G 3?" is the system state, u G SRm is the system input, y G 5RP is the system

output, and F G Kn x 5ftm --■> 3ín is nonlinear function.

Definition 1. /7°y System (2.1) is said to be forced, or to have input. In contrast the

system described by an equation without explicitpresence ofan input u, that is

x(k + l) = F(x(k))

is said to be unforced. It can be obtained after selecting the input u as a feedback

function ofthe state

u(k) = ti(x(k)) (2.3)

Such substitution eliminates u:

x(k + 1) = F(x(k), ti(x(k))) (2.4)

andyields an unforced system (2.4) [33].

5



6 Foundations

Definition 2. [19] The solution of (2.1)-(2.3) is semiglobally uniformly ultimately

bounded (SGUUB), iffor any ti, a compact subset ofUn and all x(k0) G ti, there

exists ane > 0 and a numberN(e , x(k0)) such that \\x(k) \\ < efor all k > fco + N.

In other words, the solution of (2. 1) is said to be SGUUB if, for any a priory given

(arbitrarily large) bounded set ti and any a priory given (arbitrarily small) set ti0, which

contains (0, 0) as an interior point, there exists a control (2.3) such that every trajectory
ofthe closed loop system starting from ti enters the set ti0 = {x(k)\ ||~(fc)|| < e}, in

a finite time and remains in it thereafter [40].

Theorem 1. [19] Let V(x(k)) be a Lyapunov function for the discrete-time system

(2.1), which satisfies thefollowingproperties:

Tfi«*)||) < V(x(fc))<-T.(B«(*)||)

V(x(k + 1))-V(x(k)) = AV(x(k))

< -73(||*(A*)||)+73(C)

where C is a positive constant, 7i(*») and 72(*) are strictly increasing functions, and

73(») is a continuous, nondecreasingfunction. Thus ifAV(x(k)) < Ofor ||~(fc)|| > £,

then x(k) is uniformly ultimately bounded, i.e., there is a time instant kr, such that

||x(fc)||<C.V*</fc¡r.

Definition 3. [33] A subset S G 3?n is bounded ifthere isr > 0 such that \\x\\ < rfor

all x ES.

Definition 4. [33] System (2.5) is said to be BIBO stable iffor a bounded input u(k),

the system produces a bounded output y(k)for 0 < fc < oo

Lemma 1. [52] Consider the linear time varying discrete-time system given by

x(k + l) = A(k)x(k) + Bu(k)

y(k) = C(x(k)) (2.5)

where A(k), B and C are appropriately dimensional matrices, x G 5?n, u G 3?m and

yeW.

Let *3>(fc(l),fc(0))ée the state transition matrix corresponding to A(k) for system (2.5),

<.(fc(l),fc(0)) = nE=£(5)_1 A(k)- lf$(k(l),k(0)) < lVfc(l) > fc(0) > 0, then system

(2.5) is

1) globally exponentially stablefor the unforced system (u(k) — 0) and

2) Bounded Input Bounded Output (BIBO) stable [19], [52].
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Theorem 2. (Separation Principie) [39]: The asymptotic stabilization problem ofthe

system (2.1)-(2.2), via estimated statefeedback

u(k) = d(x(k))

x(fc + l) - F(x(k),u(k),y(k)) (2.6)

is solvable ifand only ifthe system (2. l)-(2.2) is asymptotically stabilizable and expo

nentially detectable.

Corollary 1. [39] There is an exponential observer for a Lyapunov stable discrete-

time nonlinear system (2.1)-(2.2) with u — O ifand only ifthe linear approximation

(2.7)

x=0

a:(k + 1) = Ax(k) + Bu(k)

y(k) = Cx(k)

_

dF

dx
*r=0

du
o
*

x=0
9X

ofthe system (2.1)-(2.2) is detectable.

2.2 Discrete-Time High Order Neural Networks

The use of multilayer neural networks is well known for pattern recognition and for

modelling of static systems. The neural network (NN) is trained to learn an input-

output map. Theoretical works have proven that, even with one hidden layer, aNN can

uniformly approximates any continuous function over a compact domain, provided
that the NN has a sufficient number of synaptic connections.

For control tasks, extensions of the first order Hopfield model called Recurrent

High Order Neural Networks (RHONN) are used, which presents more interactions

among the neurons, as proposed in [45], [51]. Additionally, the RHONN model is very

flexible and allows to incorpórate to the neural model a priory information about the

system structure.

Let consider the following discrete-time RHONN:

Xi(k + 1) = wfZi(x(k), u(k)), i = l,"-,n (2.8)

where xí, i = 1, • ■ •

,
n is the state of the ¿-th neuron, L¿ is the respective number

of high order connections, {h,I_>, ■ ••

, /_,} is a collection of non-ordered subsets of

{1, 2, • • •

,
n + m}, n is the state dimensión, m is the number of external inputs, wu
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i = 1, ■ ■ •

,n is the respective on-line adapted weight vector, and z¿(x(fc),u(fc)) is

given by

Zh jeh *»t3*

npdij
(2)

tdi_(Li)

Zi(x(k),u(k))

ííjeiLi £i}

with di (fc) being a nonnegative integers, and £¿ is defined as follows

S(x_(k))

(2.9)

£i =
¿

S¿n+1

5(i„(fc))

Ui(fc)

um(k) _

(2.10)

In (2.10), u(fc) = [„i(fc),ii2(fc), ..., _m(fc)]T is the input vector to the neural net

work, and £(•) is defined by

S(0
1 + exp(--/fc)

: /3>0 (2.11)

where ¡3 is a constant and <; is any real valué variable. Figure 2.1 shows the scheme of

a discrete-time RHONN.

Figure 2.1: Discrete-Time RHONN
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Let consider the problem to approximate the general discrete-time nonlinear system

(2.1), by the following discrete-time RHONN series-parallel representation [15], [51]:

xt(k + 1) = wfzi(x(k),u(k)) + eZi< i = 1, ••• ,n (2.12)

where x.* is the ¿-th neural network state, x is the plant state, tZi is a bounded approxi
mation error, which can be reduced by increasing the number ofthe adjustable weights

[51]. Let assume that there exists an ideal weight vector wl such that ||e0i|| is mini
mized on a compact set tiZi c 5RLi This ideal weight vector w* is an artificial quantity

required for analytical purpose [51]; in general, it is assumed that this vector exists

and is constant but unknown. Let us define its weight estimate as w¡ and the respective

weight estimation error as

Wi(k) = Wi(k) - w* (2.13)

Since w* is constant, then Wi(k + 1) - w%(k) = Wi(k + 1)
-

u;¿(fc),Vfc G 0 U Z+

From (2.8), three possible models ofRHONN can be derived:

• Parallel model. In this configuration, the feedback connections of the NN come

from the NN outputs.

xi(k + l) = wfzi(x(k),u(k)), i = l,---,n (2.14)

• Series-Parallel model. In this configuration, the feedback connections oftheNN

are taken from the real plant.

x^k + Vj^wfz^xik)^)), ¿ = l,...,n (2.15)

• Feedforward model (HONN). In this configuration, the connections of the NN

come from the input signáis.

x¿(fc) = wfzi(u(k)), i = 1, • • •

,
n (2.16)

where x(fc) is the neural network state vector, x(fc) is the plant state vector and u(k) is
the input vector to the neural network.

2.3 The EKF Training Algorithm

The best well-known training approach for recurrent neural networks (RNN) is the

backpropagation through time learning [66]; however, it is a first order gradient de

scentmethod and henee its learning speed could be very slow [35]. Recently, extended

Kalman filter (EKF) based algorithms have been introduced to train neural networks
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[1], [14], improving the learning convergence [35]. The EKF training of neural net

works, both feedforward and recurrent ones, has proven to be reliable and practical for

many applications over the past ten years [14].
It is known that Kalman filtering (KF) estimates the state of a linear system with

additive state and outputwhite noises [2 1 ] , [6 1 ] . ForKF-based neural network training,

the network weights become the states to be estimated. In this case, the error between

the neural network output and the measured plant output can be considered as additive

white noise. Due to the fact that the neural networkmapping is nonlinear, an EKF-type

is required (see [54] and references therein).
The training goal is to find the optimal weight valúes which minimize the prediction

error. The EKF-based training algorithm is described by [21]:

M_(k) = [Ri(k) + Hf(k)Pi(k)Hi(k)}-1

Ki(k) = P¿(fc)i/¿(fc)M¿(fc) (2m

Wi(k + 1) = WiW+TkKtWeiik)
K }

Pi(k + Í) = Pi{k)-Ki(k)H7{k)Fi{k) + Qi(k)

with

e_(k) = [y(k)-y(k)} (2-18)

where e¿(fc) is the identification error, P¿(fc) is the prediction error associated covari

ance matrix, Wi(k) is the weight (state) vector, L¿ is the total number ofneural network

weights, r\i is a design parameter such that 0 <ij¡< 1, y(k) is measured output vec

tor, y(k) is the neural network state, n is the number of states, Kt(k) is the Kalman

gain matrix, Qi(k) is the state noise associated covariance matrix, Ri(k) is the mea

surement noise associated covariance matrix, and //¿(fc) is a matrix, for which each

entry of (//¿j) is the derivative ofthe neural network output (y(fc)), with respect to all

adjustable weights (wíj), as follows

T

(2.19)
-j*'(fc)=-i>¿(fc+i)

where i = 1, . . .

,
n and j = 1, . . .

, L¿. Usually P¿(fc), Qi(k) and Ri(k) are initial

ized as diagonal matrices, with entries P¿(0), Q¿(0) and P¿(0), respectively [22]. It

is important to remark that //¿(fc), K{(k) and P¿(fc) for the EKF are bounded [61].

Therefore, there exist constants i/¿ > 0, Ki > 0 and P¿ > 0 such that:

\\Hi(k)\\ < ^
\\Ki(k)\\ < Ki (2.20)

\\Pi(k)\\ < Pi-

Remark 1. The EKF algorithm is used only to train the neural network weights
which

become the states to be estimated by the EKF.

Hij(k) =

dWij{k)
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Remark 2. The neural network approximation error vector eZi is bounded. This is a

well-known NNproperty [12].
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Chapter 3

Discrete-Time Decentralized Neural

Block Control

This chapterpresents a control schemefor a class ofdiscrete-time decentralizednon-

linear systems, which uses an extendedKalmanfilter (EKF)-based training algorithm

for a modified recurrent high order neural network (RHONN), in order to identify the

plant model. Based on this model, a control law is derived, which combines discrete-

time block control and sliding mode techniques. The block control approach is used

to design a nonlinear sliding surface such that the resulting sliding mode dynamics
is described by a desired linear system [4]. The chapter also includes the respective

stability analysisfor the whole system.

3.1 Decentralized Systems in Nonlinear Block Control

lable Form

Let consider a class of discrete-time nonlinear perturbed and interconnected system

which can be presented in the nonlinear block-controllable (NBC) form [42], [43],

[64] consisting of r blocks

x\{k + i) = f}{x\) + B¡{x\)x2i+r\t
X.(k + 1) = f!(xl,xl) + Bf(xl^)x! + T%

xí(k + i) = fítt,xl.--,xÍ) + BÍ{xlxl...,x¡))á+1 + rie (3-D

xl(fc + i) = /í(xi)+P[(xi)^ + r[,

13
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where X¿ G R-, Xi = [x!T xf ■ ■ • xff and xi' G »•*, ^' = [xíi xL ■ ■ • X_f
¿ = l,...,N;j = 1, . . .

,
r
-

1; Z = 1, . . .

, n¿.*; A/" is the number of subsystems,

Ui G 3?mi is the input vector, the rank ofB¡ = 7i¿.¿, Y?j=1 n¿¿
=

n¿, Vx* G D¿ C 3?"*** .

We assume that //, B\ and Y\ are smooth and bounded functions, //(O) = 0 and

B¡(0) = 0. The integers n¿1 < ni2 < • • • < n¿.¿ < m¿ define the different subsystem

structures. The interconnection terms are given by

r„ = £ 7Mxl)
£=1, ¿-¿i

r„ = ¿ 7Mx^,x,2)

i (3-2)
iV

r^ = _C ^(xl>x2,...,xi)

r_ - E t&(»)
£=1, l±i

where x¿ represents the state vector ofthe ¿-th subsystem with 1 < l < N and í^i.
Terms (3.2) reflect the interaction between the ¿-th subsystem and the other ones.

3.2 Neural Network Identifier

The following decentralized recurrent high order neural network (RHONN) modified

model is proposed to identify (3.1):

xl(k + l)^w¡(k)S(x¡(k))+wiíx¡(k)

x2(fc + 1) = u,?(*)5(xí(*), *?(*)) + u>?x!(*0

4(k + 1) = wi(k)S(X¡(k), X2(fc), ..., X¡(k)) + w/x¡+\k)
(3'3>

x\(k + 1) = w¡(k)S(x](k), ..., x[(fc)) + ™¿ru¿(fc)

where x\ = [x,- x2 . . . x\] is the j-th block neuron state with ¿ = 1,...,N and

j = 1, . . . ,r
- 1, u^(fc) are the adjustable weights, wjj are fixed parameters with
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rank(WiJ) = n^, 5(») is the activation function, and tt¿(fc) represents the input vector.

It is worth to note that, (3.3) constitutes a series-parallel identifier [15], [25] and

does not consider explicitly the interconnection terms, whose effects are compensated

by the neural network weights update.

Proposition 1. The tracking ofa desired trajectory x\á, defined in terms ofthe plant

state xi formulated as (3.1) can be established as thefollowing inequality [16]

|Nd-XÍ||<|N-x|'|| + |N.-^|| (3.4)

where ||-|| standsfor the Euclidean norm, i = 1, . . . , N, j = 1, . . . ,r; x\d
—

x¿ is the

system output tracking error, x\ — xi is the output identification error, and x\d — x{ is

the RHONN output tracking error.

We establish the following requirements for the neural network tracking and con

trol solution:

Requirement 1.

hm |M-xi'||<C/ (3.5)

with C¿ a smallpositive constant.

Requirement 2.

lim 114,-^11=0. (3.6)
t—►OO

An on-line decentralized neural identifier based on (3.3) ensures (3.5), while (3.6)
is guaranteed by a discrete-time controller developed using the block control and slid

ing mode technique.
It is possible to establish Proposition 1 due to separation principie for discrete-time

nonlinear systems [39].

3.3 On-line Learning Law

We use an EKF-based training algorithm described by [1 1], [21], [22]:

MUk)

K¡q(k)
vi(k + \)

P¡Ák + l)

= [4(fc)+/Cwn(^W]_1
= P¡9(k)Hlq(k)MÍq(k)
=

^9(k) + víqK¡g(k)4q(k)
= PUk)-KÍq(k)H%(k)PÍ(k) + Q¡q(k)
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with

<(fc) - &0O - x¡q(k)} (3.8)

where e¿g(fc) is the identification error, P¡q(k) is the state estimation prediction error

covariance matrix, w¡q(k) is the jq-th weight (state) of the ¿-th subsystem, rfiq is a

design parameter such that 0 < 77^ < 1, x{q{k) is the jq-th plant state, x^q(fc) is the

jq-th neural network state, q is the number of states, K3iq(k) is the Kalman gain matrix,

QÍq(k) is themeasurement noise covariancematrix, Rjiq(k) is the state noise covariance

matrix, and Hfq(k) is a matrix, in which each entry of (i?|) is the derivative of jq-th
neural network state (oc¡q(k)), with respect to all adjustable weights (ui{q), as follows

T

mk) =
a*i.w

*•_.(*)««

<«=<(fc+l)
(3.9)

where ¿ = 1, . . .

, N_ j — 1, . . .

, r¿ and q
= 1, . . .

, n¿j. Usually Pfq and (^ are

initialized as diagonal matrices, with entries P/g(0) and QÍq(0), respectively [22]. It is

important to remark that H¡q(k), K¡q(k), and P-q(k) for the EKF are bounded [61].

Then the dynamics of (3.8) can be expressed as

éiq(k + 1) = w¡q(k)zíq(x(k), u(k)) + e4q (3.10)

on the other hand, the dynamics ofweight estimation error w{q(k) is

w¡q(k + 1) = tí)¿(fc)
- ríqKÍq(k)4q(k). (3.11)

For the case when ¿ is fixed, the stability analysis for the ¿-th subsystem ofRHONN

(3.3) to identify the ¿-th subsystem of nonlinear plant (3.1), is based on the following
theorem.

Theorem 3. The i-th subsystem ofRHONN (3.3) trained with the EKF-based algo

rithm (3.7) to identify the i-subsystem ofnonlinearplant (3.1) in absence of intercon

nections, ensures that the identification error (3.8) is semiglobally uniformly ultimately

bounded (SGUUB); moreover, the RHONNweights remain bounded.

Proof. Let consider the Lyapunov function candidate

y¡(k) = w%(k)PÍq(k)w>q(k) + e£(fc). (3.12)

A^(fc) = K(k + V,-VÍ(k)
= w?q(k + l)PÍq(k + l)w{q(k + \) + 4(k+l)

-4T(fc)4(fc)#4(fc) + eg(fc).
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Using (3.10) and (3.11) in (3.12),

A^(fc) = [<(*) - n¡qKÍq(k)e>q(k)F

+K(fc)<(*(fc),t*(fc)) + e^]2
(ÓU)

-w¡¡(k)PÍq(k)wlq(k)-42q(k).

with A¿(fc) = K3iq(k)H¡JPÍq + Q¡q; then (3.13) can be expressed as

AVg(fc) = <(fc)P,Í(fc)<(fc)-<<(fc)/.:¿(fc)/%(fc)4(fc)
-<(fc)4(fcKg(fc) + riq4q(k)K¡¡(k)4q(k)4q(k)
-n*4q{k)w%(k)PÍq(k)K¡q(k)
+ri4(k)K£(k)PÍ!(k)KÍq(k)
+<<(*)<(*)^(*)*Í(*) (3.14)

+K(fc)4(x(fc))U(fc)))2

+26^(fc)_4(x(fc)lU(fc))
+el/-wÍ¡(k)PÍq(k)w¡q(k)-4(k).

Using the inequalities

XTX + YTY > 2XTY

XTX + YTY > -2XTY (3.15)

-r\min(P)X2 > -XTPX>-Xm¡UÍ(P)X2

which are valid VX, Y G W1, VP G 3?nXn, P = PT > 0, (3.14) can be rewritten as

AV¿(k) - -<(fc)4(fcK(fc)-<eg(fc)i^(fc)4(fc)i^(fc)
+w^(k)wiq(k) + 4(k)
+<e^(fc)i^(fc)/^(fc)/^(fc)4(fc)
-H¿<(*K(*)^(*)<(fcK(fc)

(316)

+2(w{q(k)4q(x(k)Mk)))2 + 2e2i
- e£(fc)

tq
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(3.17)

Then

AVÍ(k) < -|K(fc)||2Arain(4(fc))

-^<(fc)||/^(fc)||2Amin(4(fc)) + ||^(fc)||2
+rñ¡4^k)\\KÍq(k)\\2Xlax(PÍq(k))
+<lK(fc)ii2A2nax(4(fc))i|K4(fc)n2
+rf*q4(k)\\KÍq(k)f\mUPÍm
+2\\wÍq(k)f\\4q(x(k)Mk))f + 2e2z3

Defining

Ejq(k) = Amin(4(fc))-7¿A2nax(A4(fc))||K¿(fc)||2
-2||4(x(fc),«(fc))||2-l

FÍ(k) = ^||^Í(fc)||2Ami„(4(fc)) (3.18)

-€mq(k)n^(ii(k))
-rfiq\\K{q(k)\\2Xmax(P3q(k))

and selecting rfiq, Q\q, and K¡q, such that E¡q(k) > 0 and F¿(fc) > 0, Vfc, (3.17) can be

expressed as

AV¿(fc) < -\\w{q(k)\\2EÍq(k)
-

\4q\\k)FÍq(k) + 2elu

Henee, AV^(fc) < 0 when

|^(k)||>-—_t_s«i

and

\4q{k)\ >
V2\ezj |

= d
i
—

: ni2

Therefore, the weight estimation error w3iq(k) and the identification error e\q(k) are

ultimately bounded by

K(fc)||<6iVfc>fc1

and

i<(fc)i < h vfc > fc2

where

bx_
Amax(P¿j(fc))

\ Xmin(PÍ(k)fn
K3
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and

62 = «¿2

Then, according to Theorem 1, the solution of (3.10) and (3.1 1) are SGUUB. D

Now, let consider the RHONN (3.3) which identify the nonlinear plant (3.1) in

presence of interconnections.

Theorem 4. Assume that the solution ofi-th subsystem ofRHONN (3.3) is satisfied

by the bounds £>-. and b2, respectively ofTheorem 3, then the RHONN (3.3) with i =

l,...,N trained with the EKF-based algorithm (3.7) to identify the nonlinear plant

(3.1) inpresence ofinterconnections, ensures that the identification error (3.8) and the

RHONNweights are semiglobally uniformly ultimately bounded (SGUUB).

Proof. Let V(k) = Etr YSU E^i V?(k), then

N Ti "i.

AV(k) =EEE <(* + imk + iK(* + 1) + <(* + 1)
¿=1 j=l q=l

7¿T
<(fc)p/,(fcH(fc)+<(fc)

N Ti Hj,

=EEE ( KW
-

i4(*HW-iT >< K(*)
-

¿i(*)i
(3'19)

¿=1 j=i ,=1 \

K(fc)
-

«(*)<(*)] + K(fc)^(x(fc), _(fc)) + ej

¿=1 j=l q,= l \

.
]2

■9

<(*)/£(*K(*)-e£(*)|
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Equation (3.19) can be expressed as

AV(fc) =£EE ( - ^{k)A\q(k)wÍq(k) - rfiq4(k)K3^(k)4q(k)K3iq(k)
¿=i j=\ <¡=i \

,*2 „*2

+ <(fc)4(fc)+e4(fc)+7,4e4(fc)<(fc)i%(fc)i^(fc)^(fc)
+ r?í<(fc)4(fc)^W<(fc)<(fc)+^eC(fc)^(fc)n(fe)^(fc)

+ 2«(fc)4(x(fc), _(fc)))2 + 2ezL
-

<(fc)

N Ti riij

iq\^)¿'iq\J'Kn-l.u'\n'))) ^ ■*■"=«*?„ Sg'
'

(3

A^(fc) <EEE
- ll4(fc)l|2AminKW)+Í2<(fc)II^WI|2AmaX(^(fc))

¿=1 j=l 9=1 \

- ^eC(fc)||K¿(fc)||2Amin(4(fc)) + ||<(fc)||2

+ vSH(k)\\2^(A¡q(k)^

+ 2||<(fc)||2||4(x(fc))„(fc))||2 + 2e2J

Defining E¡q(k) and F¡q(k) as in (3.18) and selecting rfiq, Q3iq, and R3iq, such that

^¿(fc) > 0 and F3iq(k) > 0, Vfc, (3.20) can be expressed as

Avgw < ¿EE ( - H(m2EUk) - Ki2(fc)4(fc) + 24 ) ■

¿=1 j=l g=l \ 'V

Henee, AV/ (fc) < 0 when

K(*)ll >
V2\ej
^

= K3
¡
—

: "'il

and

I4(*)l> -==_= = 4,Hq\*)\
*"

/
.

=

^¿2

Therefore, the weight estimation error wL(k) and the identification error e\q(k) are

ultimately bounded by

K,(fc)||<6iVfc>fc1

and

\4q(k)\ < b2 Vfc > fc2
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where

h _______j
K3n and b2 = k¡2

\ Ami„(P¿(fc))
a

Vi = l,...,N;j = ll...Iri;g = l,...,ntj. D

3.4 Controller Design

It is worth to mention that the identification error bound (3.5) can be achieve arbitrarily
small by means introducing high order terms in the identifier (3.3). Therefore, assume

that C¿ = 0, namely the estimated x¿(fc), is equal to Xi(k) that is

Xi(k)=Xi(k). (3.21)

The case when & j¿ 0 is considered in [2], [8],
The objective is develop a tracking control law for system (3.1). We use a com

bination of discrete-time neural block control [55] and sliding mode technique [65].

Using the series-parallel model (3.3), we begin defining the tracking error as

zl(k)=x](k)-x]d(k) (3.22)

where x}(k) is the ¿-th neural network state and x3id(k) is ¿-th the desired trajectory
signal with i = 1, . . .

,
N subsystems.

Once the first new variable (3.22) is defined, one step ahead is taken

z\(k + 1) = w¡(k)S(X¡(k)) + w'^ X.{k) - x\d(k + 1). (3.23)

Equation (3.23) is viewed as a block with state zj(fc) and the state x? (fc) is consid
ered as a pseudo-control input, where desired dynamics can be imposed. This equation
can be solved with the anticipation ofthe desired dynamics for this block as

zKfc + 1) = w¡(k)S(xl(k)) + w'ilxKk)-x¡d(k + l) .....

= k¡z}(k)
<3-24>

where \k¡\ < 1; in order to ensure stability of (3.24). Under condition (3.21) x2d(fc) is
calculated as

*&(*)- X?(*) =

¿r(-^(k)S(xKk)) + x¡á(k + l)

+k¡z¡(k)).
,,„,, (3*25)

Note that the calculated valué for state x2d(fc) in (3.25) is not its real valué; instead of
it, represents the desired behavior for xí{k)- So, to avoid confusions this desired valué
of x2(fc) is referred as x2d(fc) in (3.25).
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Proceeding in the same way as for the first block, a second variable in the new

coordinates is defined by:

z2(fc) = x2(fc)-x2d(fc).

Taking one step ahead for z2(fc) yields

z2(fc + l) = x2(fc + 1)
- x2d(fc + 1)

The desired dynamics for this block is imposed as

z2(fc + l) = wl(k)S(x\(k),x2i{k))+w'2xm
-xUk + 1) (3.26)

= fc2z2(fc)

where \kf\ < 1.

These steps are taken iteratively. At the last step, the known desired variable is

x¿d(fc), and the last new variable is defined as

z¡(k) = x\(k)
-

x\d(k).

As usually, taking one step ahead yields

<(fc + l) = w¡(k)S(X¡(k),...,x¡(k))
n2r.

+wirui(k)-x¡_(k + l).
(XZ,)

System (3.3) can be represented in the new variables z¿ = [z¿Tz2T
■ • ■

z¿T] as

z^fc + i) = kiziw + w'izKk)
z2(fc+l) = fcl2z2(fc) + ^2zf(fc)

zr^fc+i) - ¿r'^M+^w
zr(fc + l) = w¡(k)S(X}(k),...,xfi(k)) + w'{ui(k)

-x[d(fc + l).

(3.28)

For a sliding mode control implementation [63], when the control resources are

bounded by u0i

h(fc)| < um (3.29)

a sliding manifold and a control law which drives the states toward such manifoldmust

be designed. The sliding manifold is selected as SDi(k) = z¡(k) = 0; then, system

(3.27) is rewritten as follows:

SDi(k + l) = wri(k)S(x}(k),...,x¡(k)) + WirUi(k) (2m

-x¡d(k + l).
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Once the sliding manifold is defined, the next step is to find a control law which

takes into consideration the bound (3.29), therefore, the control u¿(fc) is selected as

[65]:

(ueqi(k)
for ||ue9i(fc)|| <Uoí

^F^il for|K,(fc)||>„0¿

where the equivalent control ueqi(k) is calculated from So¡(k + 1) = 0 as

(3.31)

«■«(*) = ~ {-<(k)S(xl (fc), ■ * *

, xKk)) + xUk + 1))
w.

(3.32)

The whole proposed identification and control scheme for the system is displayed
in Figure 3.1.

Neural Block

Controller

**(*)

References

«,(*)

RobotManipulator

7

___:
Link 2

y>m

Naural Network 1

Neural Network 2

Neural Network N

Neural Identifier

Figure 3.1: Decentralized neural block control scheme

Remark 3. Infact, the system model must be expressed in the Nonlinear Block Con

trollable (NBC) form [13] before to start the design. The electromechanical system

considered in this dissertation is already in thisform [42], [43], [64].
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3.5 Stability Analysis

The stability analysis, to prove that the closed-loop system motion over the surface

SDi(k) is stable, is stated as the following theorem.

Theorem 5. [55] The control law (3.31) ensures the slidingmanifold SDi(k) = z¿(fc)

0 is stablefor system (3.3).

Proof. Let write SDi(k + 1) as

SDi(k + 1) = SDi(k)
-

x\(k) + x¡d(k) + w¡(k)Si(X¡(k), ..., X¡(k))

+ w'lrui(k)-xrid(k + l)

Note that when ||ueíi(fc)|| < it0i, the equivalent control is applied, yielding motion on

the sliding manifold SDi(k) ■= 0. For ||ue9i(fc)|| > uot, the proposed control strategy is

v____)
u°i\\u (k)w

anc* tne c**osed-**00P system becomes

SDi(k + 1) = SDi(k)
-

x\(k) + x¡d(k) + w¡(k)Si(X¡(k), ..., X¡(k))

= (sDi(k) - x¡(k) + xUk) + w¡(k)Si(x](k), ..., xT(fc))
-

<d(fc + 1))
«0*

\\Ueqi{k)\\.

= (^(fc) + /.(fc))(l-p^)

where fSi(k) = -x¡(k) + x_(k) + w¡(k)Si(x¡(k), ..., tf(fc)) ~x_(k + 1).

Along any solution ofthe system, the Lyapunov difference defined as

AV¿(fc) = Vi(k + 1)
- Vi(k)
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with Vi(k) = || So,. (fc) || becomes

AVi(k) = \\SDi(k + l)\\-\\SDi(k)\\

= ll^(fc) + /.(fc)||(l-p^)-|l^(fc)||
- Il^,(fc) + /.(fc)|| ( 1 - ..i „„- % , , m||) - ||5z,,(fc)||

V W^WW^DÁk) + fai(k)\\ J

= \\SDi(k) + fsi(k)\\-j^x-l-\\SDi(k)\\
<\\sDim+\\f-Ám-m-\\sDí(k)\\

< WfsÁk)\\ ~ ^TT

In [65] it is shown that under the condition u0i > ||-77||||/s¿(fc)|| the state vector of

closed-loop system reaches the sliding manifold SDi (fc) in finite time. Then the sliding

motion SDi (fc) = 0 is governed by the following reduced order system (sliding mode

equation, SME)

z\(k + \) = k\z\(k) + wilz2i(k)

z2(fc + l) = &?z?(fc) + u;:\?(fc)

zr^fc+^-fcr^r1^)

and if \k¡ | < 1 the system (3.33) is asymptotically stable.

(3.33)

Lemma 2. IfRequirement 2 holds and uQi > ||-vllll/«i(fc)|| is fulfilled, then the Lya

punov function candidate for the whole system defined as V(k) = __**_i K(fc) whose

difference AV(k) < 0 is negative definite, guarantees the asymptotic stabilityfor the

interconnected system.
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Proof. Let V(k) = £¿Ii V_(k), then

AK(fc) = E(||5Di(fc + l)||-||5Di(fc)||)
i=l

=E (ns*(*) + /*(*)ii -
pq

-

n^(fc)ii)
* E (/«(*)ii - im)

¿=i \ n^v

andifu0i > II-VIIIIA.Í*)!! holds, then AV(fc) < 0.



Chapter 4

Discrete-Time Decentralized Neural

Backstepping Control

This chapter deals with trajectory trackingfor a class ofdiscrete-time decentralized

nonlinear systems. A high order neural network is used to approximate a decentral

ized control law designed by the backstepping technique as applied to a block strict

feedbackform. The neural network learning isperformedon-line by extendedKalman

filtering.

4.1 Decentralized Systems in Block Strict FeedbackForm

The model of many practical nonlinear systems can be expressed in (or transformed

into) a special state form named the block strict feedback form (BSFF) [34] as follows

x!(fc + l) = f¡{x])+g¡(x\)x2(k) + d\(k)

xt2(fc + l) = f2(xli,x2)+92(xlx2)xUk) + d2(k)

x¡(k+l) = f3(x¡,xl...,xÜ+g3(¿,x2,...,x3)x?1(k) + 4(k) (4.1)

x¡(k+l) - iTN+flí(«*)tti(fc) + di(*)

Vi(k) = xf(fc)

where x¿
= [x}T x2T . . . xrJ] are the state variables, i — 1, . . . ,N;j — l, . . . ,r-l;

N is the number of subsystems, r is the number of blocks, r > 2, _¿ 6 Km* are the

system inputs for each subsystem, y¿ e 5ími are the system outputs, d{(k) G Kn* is

27
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the bounded disturbance vector which includes all the effects of the others connected

systems, then there exists a constant d\ such that || d{(k) ||< d^, V¿ = l,....N;j —

1, ... ,r
— 1 and for 0 < fc < oo, //(•) and 5¿(*») are unknown smooth nonlinear

functions. If we consider the original system (4.1) as a one-step predictor, we can

transform it into an equivalentmáximum r-step ahead one, which can predict the future

states x¡(k+r), x2(fc+r—l), . . .

, x\ (fc+1); then, the causality contradiction is avoided

when the controller is constructed based on the máximum r-step ahead prediction by

backstepping [9], [19]; henee, system (4.1) can be rewritten as

x!(fc + r) = F¡(x\) + G](x\)x2(k + r-l)

+d\(k + r)

x¡-1(k + 2) = Fr1(xl,xl...,x¡) + Gr1{xl,xl...,x3)

xri(k + l) + dTi-1(k + 2) (4.2)

x^fc+1) -*■*-= F[(xi) + Gri(xi)ui(k) + dri(k)

y_(k) = x\(k)

where F/(») and G\ (•) are unknown smooth functions of f-(x] , x2, . . .

, x¿) and

g¡ (xj , x2, . . .

, x{) respectively. For analysis convenience, let us define 1 < j < r — 1.

4.2 Approximation by High Order Neural Networks

Considering the high order neural network (HONN) described by

(¡>(w,z) = wTS(z)

S(z) = [8j(z))s¡(z),---,sl(z)]
i- -i T

Si{z)= UMzjp™ ■ ■ ■

U[s(Zj)}d^)

¿ = 1,2,-.. ,L

(4.3)

where z = [zi,z2,---, zp}J £ tiz C ffi, p is a positive integer which denotes the

number of external inputs, L denotes the NN node number, <f> G 3?m, {A, hi"' • A}
is a collection of not ordered subsets of {1, 2, • • • ,p}, S(z) E diLxm, dj(ij) is a non

negative integer, w G 3?1, is an adjustable synaptic weight vector, and s (__,*) is selected

as the hyperbolic tangent function:

s{Zj) =
£____£__Í (4.4)

v •'/
ezi +e~zi
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For a desired function u* G 5Rm, let assume there exists an ideal weight vector

w* G SRL such that the smooth function vector u*(z) can be approximated by an ideal
NN on a compact subset tiz C 5R'

u*(z) = w*JS(z) + ez (4.5)

where e2 C 3im is the bounded NN approximation error vector; note that ||ez|| can be
reduced by increasing the number of the adjustable weights. The ideal weight vector

w* is an artificial quantity required only for analytical purposes [ 1 9], [5 1 ] . In general, it

is assumed that there exists an unknown but constant weight vector w*, whose estimate

is w G íRL Henee, it is possible to define:

w(k) = w(k)
- w* (4.6)

as the weight estimation error.

4.3 Controller Design

Once each subsystem in the BSFF is defined, we apply the well-known backstepping

technique [34]. We can define the desired virtual controls (_4*(fc), i — 1, . . .

, N; j =

1, . . .

,
r

—

1) and the ideal practical control (u*(k)) as follows:

a¡*(k)É.x2(k) = <p}(x¡(k),xid(k + r))

a?(k)É-x¡(k) = <p¡(*'¡(k),c4*(k))

'■

(4-7)

a¡-u(k) ± x[(fc) = ipr\%-\k\*r2*{k))

u;(k) = <P¡(xi(k),á¡-í*(k))

Xi(k) = x¡(k)

where $(•) with 1 < j < r are nonlinear smooth functions. It is obvious that the

desired virtual controls oP*(k) and the ideal control u* (fc) will drive the output Xi(fc)
to track the desired signal x¿d(fc) only ifthe exact system model is known and there

are no unknown disturbances; however in practical applications these two conditions

cannot be satisfied. In the following, neural networks will be used to approximate the

desired virtual controls, as well as the desired practical controls, when the conditions

established above are not satisfied. As in [19], we construct the virtual and practical
controls via embedded backstepping without the causality contradiction [2], [9]. Let

us approximate the virtual controls and the practical control by the following HONN:

oi(k) = w(Tsi(4(k)), ¿ = i,....jv

Ui(k)=w¡TS¡(z;(k)), ;
= !,...,r-l

(,)
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with

z}(k) = [x\(k),x\d(k + r)]\ ¿ = 1,...,AT

z/(fc) = [xt(fc),^-1(fc)]T, j = l,...,r-l

z¡(k) = [xi(k),ar1(k)]T

where w{ G 3tLi' are the estimates of ideal constant weights w{* and Sf G ffi*Jxn*-

with j = 1, . . . ,r. Define the weight estimation error as

w¡(k) =w¡(k)-w¡* (4.9)

Using the ideal constant weights and from (2.7), it follows that exist a HONN, which

approximate the virtual controls and practical control with a minimum error, defined

as:

o4(k) = wÍ*TS3(zÍ(k)), i = l,-.-,N

Ui(k) = wrTS¡(z¡(k)) +e4, j = 1, ■ ••

,r
- 1

Then, the corresponding weights updating laws are defined as

wÍ(k + l) = wÍ(k)-rrÍKÍ(k)4(k)

(4.10)

(4.11)

with

K3(k) = P3{k)H3(k)M3(k)

M¡(k) = [R{(k) + H¡r(k)PÍ(k)H{(k)}-1

P3(k + 1) = P3(k) - K3{k)H¡T(k)P3(k) + Q{(k)

H3(k) =
mi®

dw¡(k)\
and

eKk) = v¡(k)-v¡(k)

(4.12)

(4.13)

(4.14)

where v¡(k) G $lnij is the desired reference to be tracked and 0*'(fc) G %lnij is the

HONN function approximation defined, respectively as follows

v¡(k) = x¡d(k)

v2(k) = x2(fc)
(4.15)

v¡(k)=x¡(k)
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and

v¡(k) = xl(k)

v2(k) = a¡(k)

e3i(k) denotes the error at each step as

.*}(*) -*¡d(*)-XÍ(*)

e2(k) = x2(k) - a\(k)

e\(k) = x\(k)
- ar\k)

(4.16)

(4.17)

The whole proposed decentralized neural backstepping control scheme is shown in

Fig. 4.1.

X

NN Backstepping
Controller

References

Neural Network 1

Neural Network 2

Neural Network N ¡

«•(*)

RobotManipulator

Llnkl

_HZ
Link 2

____

Mk)

EKF

**(*)

X,(*)

k«,W

Figure 4.1: Decentralized neural backstepping control scheme

4.4 Stability Analysis

Before proceeding to demónstrate the stability analysis to prove that the tracking error

(4.17) is SGUUB, we need to establish the following lemmas.
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Lemma 3. [55] The dynamics ofthe tracking errors (4. 14) can beformulated as

4(k + 1) = e¡(k) + Aef'(fc), (1 < ¿ < r), (4.18)

with A4(k) < -l¡e{(k) andj3 = max \\H¡T (k)n¡K¡ (k)\\.

Proof. Using (4.14) and considering that v(k) do not depend on the HONN parame

ters, we obtain

d4(k)
^

dv¡(k)

dw¡(k) dw3(k)

Let us approximate (4.19) by

&4(k)

(4.19)

A4(k)
Y>tU\ —

Aw\(k). (4.20)
dw¡(k).

Substituting (4.13) and (4.19) in (4.20) yields

A4(k) = -H3T(k)r¿K3(k)4. (4.21)

Let define

^ = maX||i/f(fcK'/r|(fc)|| (4.22)

then we have

Ae^(fc) = -M4(k)- (4-23)

D

Lemma 4. [55] The HONNweights updatedwith (4.11), based on the EKF algorithm

(4. 12), are bounded.

Proof. From (4.9) and (4.1 1) it is possible to write the dynamics ofthe weight estima

tion error as

w¡(k + 1) = w{ (fc) + r¡ÍK3(k)4(k) (4.24)

Using (4.8), (4.10), and (4.13) the system (4.24), can be written as

w¡(k + 1) = w¡(k) - r¿K3S3T(4(k))w3(k) + v¡K3(k)ezi
= AÍ(k)wl(k) + B3v¿(k), 7

= l,...,r
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with

AÍ(k) = [I-r¿K{(k)SlT(4(k))]

Bf(k) = rí (4.25)

v4(k)
= K{(k)e4

Considering Remarks 1 and 2, and the boundedness of e
.
and S(z¡ (fc)), then, by

i

selecting rf_ appropriately, A\(k) satisfies ||<l>(fc(l),fc(0))|| < 1. By applying Lemma

1
, wl (fc) is bounded. D

Theorem 6. For the i-th subsystem of(4. 1) in absence ofinterconnections, the i-th sub

system ofHONN (4.8) trainedwith the EKF-based algorithm (4.12) to approximate the

i-th control law (4. 7), ensures that the tracking error (4.17) is semiglobally uniformly

ultimately bounded (SGUUB); moreover, the HONNweights remain bounded.

Proof. For the first block of ¿-th subsystem in (4.1), with the virtual control ot}*(k)

approximated by the i-th subsystem of HONN (a}(k) — w\TS¡ (z¡ (fc))) and e\(k)
defined as in (4.17), consider the Lyapunov function candidate

VHk) = 4T(k)4(k) + w}T(k)w\(k) (4.26)

whose first difference is

AVt\k) = Vll(k + l)-Vll(k)

= e\T(k + l)e\(k + 1) +wf(k + l)w¡(k + 1)
- efr(k)e\(k) (4.27)

+ w¡T(k)w¡(k)

From (4.9) and (4. 11)

w](k + 1) = w\(k) + r,}K}(k)e\(k) (4.28)

Let us define

[w\(k) + T)¡K¡(k)4(k)]T[w¡(k) + r¡¡K¡(k)4(k)] (4.29)

= w]T(k)w¡(k) + 2w¡T(k)r,¡K¡(k)e¡(k) + (r,¡K¡(k)e¡(k))Tri¡K¡(k)el(k)

From (4.17), then

et1(fc + l) = e¿1(fc + l) + Ael1(fc)

e\T(k + l)ej(fc + 1) = 4T(k)e](k) + el1T(fc)Aet1(fc) + A4T(k)e¡(k)

+ Ae]T(k)Ael(k)

e\T(k + l)e\(k + 1)
- er(fc)eí1(fc) = e\T(k)Ae\(k) + Aet1T(fc)e!(fc)

+ Aef(fc)Aet1(fc)
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where Ae] (fc) is the error difference. Substituting (4.28) and (4.29) in (4.27) results in

AV/(fc) = e\T(k)Ae\(k) + Ae\T(k)e\(k) + Aefr(k)Ae\(k)

+ 2w\T(k)ri\Kl(k)e\(k) + (v¡K¡(k)el(k)yTVlK¡(k)e}(k)

From Lemma 3, substituting (4.23), we obtain

AV/(fc) < -2-rfef (k)el(k) + -y¡2e?(k)e_(ky +2w\T(k)r.\Kl(k)e\(k)

+ (n\Kl(k)e_(k))lTn\K}(k)e\(k)

<-27/||e1(fc)||2+7fl|ei(fc)||2 + 2||ü,f(fc)^/(fc)lllkí(fc)||

where 7/ = max \\H]T(k)n\Kl (fc) || . From Lemma 4, it follows thatw\ (fc) is bounded;

then, there is r¡\ > 0 such that

AV*(k) < 0, once ||e^(fc)|| > k] (4.32)

with k\ defined as

2n\w\K\
K, =

where w\ and K\ are the upper bound ofw\ (fc) and K}(k), respectively [61]. From

(4.32), it foUows the boundedness ofV>(k) for fc > fcj-, that leads to the SGUUB of

e¡(k).
For the following j-th (j = 2, . . .

,
r

— 1) equations of ¿-th subsystem in (4.1), with

the virtual control oT(k) approximated by the ¿-th subsystem of HONN (o^(fc) =

w¡TS{(4(k))) and ef (fc) defined as in (4.16), consider the Lyapunov function candi

date

V3(k) = ef (fc)e>(fc) + ü4T(k)wÍ(k) (4.33)

whose first difference is

Av?(fc) = vf(fc + i)-v;j(fc)

= ef (fc + \)4(k + 1) +uf (fc + l)wí(k + 1)
- ef (fc)ef(fc) (4-34)

+ w¡T(k)wÍ(k)

From (4.9) and (4.11)

xv¡(k + 1) = wí(k) + 7¿tf/(fc)ef(fc) (4.35)
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Let us define

[wj(k) + ri>KÍ(k)4(k)}T[w>(k) + T¿KÍ(k)4(k)} (4.36)

= wÍT(k)wÍ(k) + 2w3T(k)rfiK3(k)4(k) + ^n¡K3(k)4 (fc)f7¿tf/(fc)ef(fc)

From (4.17), then

ef(fc + l) = ef(fc + l) + Ae>(fc)

ef (fc + l)ef (fc + 1) = 4T(k)4(k) + ef (fc)Aef (fc) + Aef (fc)ef (fc)

+ Aef(fc)Aef(fc)

ef (fc + l)4(k + 1)
- ef (fc)ef(fc) = ef (fc)Aef(fc) +Aef (fc)ef(fc)

+ Aef(fc)Aef(fc)

where Aef (fc) is the error difference. Substituting (4.35) and (4.36) in (4.34) results in

AV3(k) = ef(fc)Aef (fc) +Aef (fc)ef(fc) + Aef (fc)Aef(fc)

+ 2t4T(k)rfiKm4(k) + (rfiKm4(k))TrfiK3(k)4(k)

From Lemma 3, substituting (4.23), we obtain

AV3(k) < -27Íe^(k)4(k) + ^\fr(k)4(k) + 2ñ4T(k)rfiK3i(k)4(k)

+ (nÍKÍ(k)4(k))Tv¡KÍ(k)4(k)
■2 -

. (4.38)
< -2^||ef(fc)||2 + 7Í IN(fc)||2 + 2|Kr(fc)7^^(fc)||||e^(fc)||

+ ll(^^(fc)H2|K"(fc)||2

where 7/ = max \\HÍT(k)rf¡KÍ(k)\\. From Lemma 4, it follows that i_f(fc) is bounded;

then, there is r^ > 0 such that

AV3(k) < 0, once \\4(k)\\ > k3 (4.39)

with k¡ defined as

where wj and A"/ are the upper bound ofw{(k) and K¡(k), respectively [61]. From

(4.39), it follows the boundedness ofV3(k) for fc > fcT, that leads to the SGUUB of

4(k). D
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Theorem 7. For the i-th subsystem of (4. 1) in presence of interconnections, the i-th

subsystem ofHONN (4.8) with i = 1, . . .

,N; j = 1, . . . , r» trainedwith the EKF-based

algorithm (4. 12) to approximate the i-th control ¡aw (4. 7), ensures that the tracking

error (4. 1 7) is semiglobally uniformly ultimately bounded (SGUUB); moreover, the

HONNweights remain bounded.

Proof. Let V(k) = £f=1 Y._U ^(k), then

AV(k) =EE ef(fc)Aeí (fc) + Aef (fc)ef (fc) + Aef (fc)Aef (fc)

+ 2w{r(k)rj3K3(k)4(k) + (4K3(k)4(k))TrfiK3(k)4(k)\

substituting Aef (fc) < —'44 (k), we obtain

AV(fc) <EE í ~ H¿?(k)4(k) +7fef(fc)ef(fc)
¿=1 j=l \

+ 2ñf(k)n¡KÍ(k)4(k) + (4K¡(k)4(k))T4K3(k)4(k)\

<f^^(-H\\4{k)\\2 + lí\\4(k)\\2
i=l j=l \

where4 — max||i/f (fc)7^if/(fc)||. From Lemma 4, it follows that w¡ (fc) is bounded;

then, there is t]¡ > 0 such that

AV(k) < 0, once ||ef(fc)|| > k{ (4.40)

with k\ defined as

«

where w\ and K{ are the upper bound of w\ (fc) and K¡(k), respectively [61]. From

(4.40), it follows the boundedness of V(k) for fc > kT, that leads to the SGUUB of

ef(fc)V¿-l,...,iV;j = l,...,ri. °



Chapter 5

Robotics Application

In this chapter robotics applications arepresented in order to valídate theprevious
discussed theoretical analysis. The appliedcontrol structures include the decentralized

neural identification and control scheme presented in chapter 3 and the decentralized

neural backstepping scheme discussed in chapter 4. These applications areperformed

using a two DOF robot manipulator, afive DOF redundant robot, and a seven DOF

robot arm. These applications arefirst simulated and then implemented in real-time

for thefirst two cases. The chapter includes simulation results for a seven DOFMit

subishi PAI0-7CE robot arm.

5.1 Experimental Prototypes

In order to evalúate the performance ofthe proposed control algorithms, we use three

prototypes: a two DOF robot manipulator, a five DOF redundant robot, and a seven

DOF Mitsubishi PA10-7CE robot arm.

5.1.1 Two DOF RobotManipulator

This robot manipulator consists of two rigid links; high-torque brushless direct-drive

servos are used to drive the joints without gear reduction. This kind ofjoints present re

duced backlash and significantly lower joint friction as compared to the actuators with

gear drives. The motors used in the experimental arm are DM1200-A and DM1015-B

from Parker Compumotor, for the shoulder and elbow joints, respectively. Angular
information is obtained from incremental encoders located on the motors, which have

a resolution of 1,024,000 pulses/rev for the first motor and 655,300 for the second one

37
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(accuracy 0.0069° for both motors), and the angular velocity information is computed

via numerical differentiation ofthe angular position signal. The two DOF robotmanip

ulator is shown in Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.2 and its respective numeric valúes are include

in Table 5.1 [31].

Figure 5.1: Two DOF robotmanipulator

Figure 5.2: Axes of two DOF robot manipulator
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Link Description Notation Valué Unit

(1)

(Shoulder)

Link mass 1 77ll 23.902 kg

Length link 1 h 0.450 m

Inertia link 1 h 1.266 kg m2

Center ofmass link 1 leí 0.091 m

(2)

(Elbow)

Mass link 2 m2 3.880 kg

Length link 2 h 0.450 m

Inertia link 2 h 0.093 kgm2

Center ofmass link 2 hl 0.048 m

Table 5.1: Robot manipulator parameters

5.1.2 Five DOF Redundant Robot

A view ofthe modular Articulated Nimble Adaptable Trunk (ANAT) robot is shown in

Fig. 5.3, and its different axes are illustrated in Fig. 5.4. In this patented design, each

joint module contains a direct current (DC) motor component, sealed axes bearings,
drive output position transducers, and a controller, all integrated into a lightweight alu

minum structure. Each self-contained joint module is joined to its adjacent modules

by screws. Two adjacent modules can be mechanically decoupled facilitating mainte

nance or retrofit. These modules are grouped together to form a stair-like shape, which

handles a substantial load. This modular construction allows for manipulator config
uration covering a broad range of sizes, payloads, and kinematics configurations for

different applications.

The module incorporates an advanced, fully digital distributed servo control sys

tem, containing a micro controller. All necessary servo electronics (communication,
data acquisition, PWM amplifier, computing, etc.) are co-located in each module.

This distributed hardware architecture eliminates the complex arm harness previously

required, reduces it to a single power supply and one cable to communicate with an ex

ternal PC or internal Digital Signal Processor (DSP). This on-board electronics system
is particularly valuable for mobile vehicle installations, since the size of the control

cabinet is dramatically reduced. Furthermore, this on-board electronics system allows

the module to be fully independently controlled.

The previously described design becomes evident for the need of innovative com

pound serial manipulators and robotic arms for manufacturing, or manipulating tools;

serpentine in its flexibility, it exceeds human dexterity and allows accessing confined

spaces and tortuous paths. Scalability from small to large diameters makes it adaptable
to many tasks. Modularity increases the fault tolerance of ANAT robot by providing
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redundant yaw axes. If one of the modules fails, the next modules would be able to

provide sufficient mobility to complete the mission. This innovative technology opens

the door to many applications such as: telerobotics, spray finishing, manipulating, cut-

ting, welding, grinding, as well as prospecting. This same technology allows using the

robot as a fixed manipulator or a mobile robot.

Figure 5.3: ANAT Picture
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Figure 5.4: ANAT Axes



5.1 Experimental Prototypes

Link Type Workspace Unit

1 Prismatic Lo = 0.57 to 1.27 m

2 Rotative —tt/2 to tt/2 rad

3 Rotative -71-/2 to tt/2 rad

4 Rotative -tt/2 to tt/2 rad

5 Rotative -tt/2 to tt/2 rad

Table 5.2: Workspace ANAT redundant robot

5.1.3 Seven DOF Mitsubishi PA10-7CE Robot Arm

The Mitsubishi PA10-7CE arm is an industrial robot manipulator which completely

changes the visión ofconventional industrial robots. Its ñame is an acronym ofPortable

General-Purpose Intelligent Arm. There exist two versions [23]: the PA10-6C and the

PA10-7C, where the suffix digit indicates the number ofdegrees of freedom ofthe arm.

This work focuses on the study ofthe PA10-7CE model, which is the enhanced versión

ofthe PA10-7C. The PA10 arm is an open architecture robot; itmeans that it possesses

[47]:

• A hierarchical structure with several control levéis.

• Communication between levéis, via standard interfaces.

• An open general purpose interface in the higher level.

This scheme allows the user to focus on the programming ofthe tasks at the PA10

system higher level, without regarding on the operation ofthe lower levéis. The pro

gramming can be performed using a high level language, such as Visual BASIC or

Visual C++, from a PC with Windows operating system. The PA10 robot is currently

the open architecture robot more employed for research (see, e.g., [27], [32], [49]).

The PA10 system is composed of four sections or levéis, which conform a hierarchical

structure [44]:

Level 4: Operation control section (OCS); formed by the PC and the teaching

pendant.
Level 3: Motion control section (MCS); formed by the motion control and optical

boards.

Level 2: Servo drives.

Level 1 : Robot manipulator.

Figure 5.5 shows the relation existing among each ofthe mentioned components.

The following subsections give a more detailed description of them.
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The PA10 robot is a 7-DOF redundant manipulator with revolute joints. Figure 5.6

shows a diagram ofthe PA10 arm, indicating the positive rotation direction and the

respective ñames of each ofthe joints.
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Figure 5.5: Components ofthe PA10 system
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Figure 5.6: Mitsubishi PA10-7CE robot Axes
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5.2 Real-Time Results

The real-time experiments are performed using the two DOF robotmanipulator and the

five DOF redundant robot described in the previous sections. The implemented control

structures include the decentralized neural identification and control scheme presented
in chapter 3 and the decentralized neural backstepping approach analyzed in chapter 4.

5.2.1 Case Study: Two DOF RobotManipulator

For experiments, we select the following discrete-time trajectories

x}d(fc) = 6i(l - edlfcT3) + ci(l - e^^sinKfcTHrad]

xl2d(k) = b2(l
- ed2kT3) + c2(l

- ed2fcT3)sin(o;2fcr)[rad]
(5' '' )

where b\ = tt/4, Ci = 7r/18, di = —2.0, and u)x = 5 [rad/s] are parameters of

the desired position trajectory for the first joint, whereas b2 = n/3, c2 = 257r/36,
d2 = —1.8, and u2 = 1.0 [rad/s] are parameters ofthe desired position trajectory for

the second joint. The sampling time is selected as T = 2.5 milliseconds.

These selected trajectories (5.1) present the following characteristics: a) incorpó
rate a sinusoidal term to evalúate the performance in presence ofrelatively fast periodic

signáis, from which the non-linearities ofthe robot dynamics are really important and

b) present a term which smoothly grows formaintaining the robot in an operation state

without saturating actuators. The actuator limits are 150 [Nm] and 15 [Nm], respec

tively.

Real-Time Decentralized Neural Block Control Results

Figure 5.7 displays the identification and trajectory tracking results for each joint. In

the real system the initial conditions are the same that those of the neural identifier,
both are restricted to be equal to zero in according to the experimental prototype archi

tecture; therefore transient errors do not appear. The tracking errors for each joint are

presented in Fig. 5.8.
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Figure 5.7: Identification and tracking for joints 1 and 2
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Figure 5.8: Tracking errors for joints 1 and 2

Figure 5.9: Applied torques to joints 1 and 2

The applied torques to each joint are shown in Fig. 5.9. The control signáis present

oscillations at some time instants due to gains and fixed parameters selected for each

controller. It is easy to see that both control signáis are always inside ofthe prescribed
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limits given by the actuators manufacturer, that is, their absolute valúes are smaller

than the bounds t™** and t2íx, respectively.

Real-Time Decentralized Neural Backstepping Control Results

The trajectory tracking results are presented in Fig. 5.10. The tracking performance
can be verified for each of plant outputs, respectively. Fig. 5.11 displays the angular

position tracking errors for joints 1 and 2.

The applied torques to each joint are shown in Fig. 5.12. It is easy to see that

both control signal are always inside of the prescribed limits given by the actuators

manufacturer; that is, their absolute valúes are smaller than the limits r™" and r-f",

respectively.

Time evolution ofthe position error e\ reflects that the control system performance
is very good. The performance criterion considered is the mean square error (MSE)
valué ofthe position error calculated as

MSE[eJ] =

\
7¿IWIPr (5.2)
*=o

where T is the sampling time and í = 20 seconds.

A comparative analysis of the two proposed schemes is included in Table 5.3.

DNBC means Decentralized Neural Block Control and DNBS means Decentralized

Neural Backstepping Control.

Table 5.3: Comparison ofthe MSE for the real joint positions 2-DOF robot

Algorithm e}(fc) e_(k)

DNBC

DNBS

8.3325e-6

4.1611e-5

0.0015

0.0013
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Figure 5.10: Trajectory tracking for joints 1 and 2
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Figure 5.11: Tracking errors for joints 1 and 2
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Figure 5.12: Applied torques to joints 1 and 2

According to the mean square error presented in Table (5.3), the scheme with better

performance is the one based on the block control and sliding mode technique; on the
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other hand the scheme with slightly lower performance is the one based on the back

stepping technique. It is important to remark that both schemes present an adequate

performance for the case of trajectory tracking. Both algorithms have a complexity of

order 0(n2), however computational requirements are lower for the backstepping tech

nique due to the fact that the neural identifier within the control scheme is no longer
need.

In the literature, there are decentralized control algorithms in continuous-time [30],

[56], however the order of complexity is higher due to the used numerical method.

Furthermore, regarding the complexity issue, discrete-time results are available only
for SISO systems [26], [62]. Other control schemes can not be compared because

there are interconnections involved which are not rather quantifiable [24], [29], [41],

[46].

5.2.2 Case Study: Five DOF Redundant Robot

We select the following discrete-time trajectories

x\_(k) = aitanh(6ifcT)[m]

x\d(k) = a2sin(&2fc71)[rad]

x\á(k) = -a3sin(fe3fcT)[rad] (5.3)

x\d(k) = a4sin(64fcr)[rad]

x\d(k) = —

a5sin(65fcr)[rad]

where ai = 0.05 and bi =0.1 are parameters ofthe desired position trajectory for

the prismatic joint, whereas 02 =

03
=

04
=

05
= 457r/180, b2 = b3 = 64 =

65 = 0.5 [rad/s] are parameters ofthe desired position trajectory for each rotative joint,

respectively. The sampling time is selected as T = 5 milliseconds.

These selected trajectories (5.3) incorpórate a sinusoidal term to evalúate the per

formance in presence of relatively fast periodic signáis, for which the non-linearities

ofthe robot dynamics are really important

Real-Time Decentralized Neural Block Control Results

Real-time results for identification and trajectory tracking using the decentralized neu

ral block control (DNBC) scheme are shown in Figs. 5.13 to 5.17. For the real system

the initial conditions are the same that those of the neural identifier, both restricted to

be equal to zero; therefore does not exist transient errors.
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Figure 5.21: Applied torque to joint 3

Figure 5.22: Applied torque to joint 4
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Figure 5.23: Applied torque to joint 5

The tracking error performance for each joint are presented in Fig. 5.18. The

applied torques for each joint are shown in Fig. 5.19 to Fig. 5.23. The control signáis

present oscillations at some time instants due to gains and fixed parameters selected

for each controller. It is easy to see that all control signáis are always inside of the

prescribed limits given by the actuators manufacturer; that is, their absolute valúes are

smaller than the bounds r{"ax to r™"*, respectively.

Real-Time Decentralized Neural Backstepping Control Results

Trajectory tracking results are presented in Fig. 5.24 to Fig. 5.28. The tracking per
formance can be verified for each of plant outputs, respectively. Fig. 5.29 displays the

angular position tracking errors for joints 1 to 5.
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Figure 5.33: Applied torque to joint 4
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Figure 5.34: Applied torque to joint 5

The applied torques to each joint are shown in Fig. 5.30 to Fig. 5.34. All control

signáis are always inside the prescribed limits given by the actuators manufacturer, that

is, their absolute valúes are smaller than the bounds rj"1" and r-?13*, respectively. It is

important to remark that we do not use any type of filter for the torque signáis; thus,
these signáis are applied directly to each DC motor.

A comparative analysis ofthe two proposed schemes is included in Table 5.4.

Table 5.4: Comparison oí 'the MSE for the real joint positions 5 -DOF robot

Algorithm ej(fc) e\(k) e\(k) e\(k) e\(k)

DNBC

DNBS

1.1127e-5

1.4905e-4

1.0332e-3

1.8864e-3

6.8420e-4

1.8407e-3

4.8675e-4

1.2894e-3

6.4256e-4

1.8743e-3

According to the mean square error presented above, the scheme with better perfor
mance is the one based on the block control and sliding mode technique; on the other

hand the scheme with slightly lower performance is the one based on the backstepping

technique. It is important to remark that both schemes present an adequate perfor
mance for the case of trajectory tracking. Both algorithms have a complexity of order

0(n2), however computational requirements are lower for the backstepping technique
due to the fact that the neural identifier within the control scheme is no longer need.
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5.3 Simulation Results

5.3.1 Case Study: Seven DOF Mitsubishi PA10-7CE Robot Arm

For simulations, we select the following discrete-time trajectories [50]

xjd(jfc) = Cl(i
- edlfcT3)sm(wiifcT)[rad]

x\d(k) ■= c2(l
- ed2*r3)sin(_.2fcT)[rad]

*8d(*) = c3(l
- ed3Í;r3)sin(a;3fcr)[rad]

x\á(k) = c4(l - ed4feT3)sin(í-4fcr)[rad]

x\d(k) = c5(l
- ed8feT3)sin(í.5fc-r)[rad]

x\d(k) = <*(_
- ed6fcT3)sin(cl;6fcr)[rad]

x\á(k) = c7(l
- ed7fcT3)sin(c;7fcr)[rad]

the selected parameters c, d and u for desired trajectories of each joint are shown in

Table 5.5. The sampling time is selected as T = 1 millisecond.

(5.4)

Link c d U)

1 tt/2 0.001 0.285 rad/s

2 tt/3 0.001 0.435 rad/s

3 tt/2 0.01 0.555 rad/s

4 tt/3 0.01 0.645 rad/s

5 tt/2 0.01 0.345 rad/s

6 tt/3 0.01 0.615 rad/s

7 tt/2 0.01 0.465 rad/s

Table 5.5: Parameters for desired trajectories

These selected trajectories (5.4) incorpórate a sinusoidal term to evalúate the per

formance in presence of relatively fast periodic signáis, for which the non-linearities

of the robot dynamics are really important

Decentralized Neural Block Control Results

Simulation results for identification and trajectory tracking using the decentralized

neural block control (DNBC) scheme are shown in Figs. 5.35 to 5.41. The initial

conditions for the plant are different that those ofthe neural identifier and the desired

trajectory.
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The tracking error performance for each joint are presented in Fig. 5.42. The

applied torques for each joint are shown in Fig. 5.44 to Fig. 5.50. The control signáis

present oscillations at some time instants due to gains and fixed parameters selected

for each controller. It is easy to see that all control signáis are always inside of the

prescribed limits given by the actuators manufacturer; that is, their absolute valúes are

smaller than the bounds r™" to t-J"""1, respectively.

Decentralized Neural Backstepping Control Results

Trajectory tracking results are presented in Fig. 5.51 to Fig. 5.57. The tracking per

formance can be verified for each ofplant outputs, respectively. Fig. 5.29 displays the

angular position tracking errors for joints 1 to 7. The initial conditions for the plant are

different that those ofthe desired trajectory.
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Figure 5.66: Applied torque to joint 7

The applied torques to each joint are shown in Fig. 5.60 to Fig. 5.66. All control

signáis are always inside the prescribed limits given by the actuators manufacturer, that

is, their absolute valúes are smaller than the bounds rfax and r-f™, respectively.
A comparative analysis ofthe two proposed schemes is included in Table 5.6.

Table 5.6: Comparison ofthe MSE for the real joint positions 7-DOF robot

Algorithm e\(k) e\(k) e\(k) e\(k) e\(k) «*(*) e\(k)

DNBC

DNBS

6.5249e-5

3.0900e-4

4.1362e-5

0.0029

2.2253e-4

8.3493e-4

2.4993e-4

0.0013

1.3198e-4

0.0038

9.4548e-5

0.0027

1.8754e-4

0.0047

According to the mean square error presented above, the scheme with better perfor
mance is the one based on the block control and sliding mode technique; on the other

hand the scheme with slightly lower performance is the one based on the backstepping

technique. It is important to remark that both schemes present an adequate perfor

mance for the case of trajectory tracking. Both algorithms have a complexity of order

0(n2), however computational requirements are lower for the backstepping technique
due to the fact that the neural identifier within the control scheme is no longer need.

In the literature, there are decentralized control algorithms in continuous-time [30],

[56], however the order of complexity is higher due to the used numerical method.



Furthermore, regarding the complexity issue, discrete-time results are available only
for SISO systems [26], [62]. Other control schemes can not be compared because

there are interconnections involved which are not rather quantifiable [24], [29], [41],

[46].
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and FutureWork

6.1 Conclusions

Two decentralized control schemes are defined as follows:

• The first indirect decentralized control scheme is designedwith amodified recur

rent high order neural network, which is able to identify the robot dynamics. The

training of each neural network is performed on-line using an extended Kalman

filter in a series-parallel configuration. Based on this neural identifier and ap

plying the discrete-time block control approach, a nonlinear sliding manifold is

formulated.

• The second direct decentralized neural control scheme is based on the backstep

ping technique, approximated by a high order neural network. The training of

the neural network is performed on-line using an extended Kalman filter.

Both the first and second control schemes require only knowledge of the plant

model structure; however the plant state vector must be available for the mea

surement.

The real-time results validate the efficiency ofour algorithms for trajectory track

ing when applied to a two DOF robot manipulator and to a five DOF redundant

robot.

Simulations using a seven DOF PA10-7CE Mitsubishi robot arm show the effec

tiveness ofthe proposed control schemes.
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6.2 FutureWork

As a future work, it is worth to mention the following:

• Real-time implementation for a seven DOFMitsubishi PA10-7CE robot arm.

• Application to an upper part of a humanoid robot.
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Appendix A

Hardware and software used for

ANAT robot experimental evaluation

A.1 xPC Target

xPC Target is a host-target solution for prototyping, testing, and deploying real-time

systems using standard PC hardware. It is an environment that uses a target PC, sepá
rate from the host PC, for running real-time applications.

In this environment you use the desktop computer as a host PC with MATLAB®,

Simulink®, and Stateflow® (optional) to créate models using Simulink blocks and

Stateflow diagrams. After creating your model, you can run simulations in nonreal-

time.

xPC Target allows you to add I/O blocks to your model, and then use the host PC

with Real-Time Workshop®, Stateflow Coder (optional) and a C compiler to créate

executable code. The executable code is download from the host PC to the target PC

running the xPC Target real-time kernel. After downloading the executable code, you
can run and test your target application in real-time.

A.1.1 xPC Target configuration

The xPC Target host-target arrangement is shown schematically in Fig. A.1. On the

host PC (which runsMATLAB, Simulink, Real-TimeWorkshop, and xPC Target), xPC

Target works with the code generated from the Simulink application an a C compiler to

build the real-time target application. The target application can run in real-time on a

target PC once it is downloaded to the target PC from the host PC. The target hardware
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is booted from a real-time kernel in xPC Target. However, the xPC Target kernel needs

the PC basic input/output system (BIOS) because when the target PC boots and the

BIOS is loaded, the BIOS prepares the target PC environment for running the kernel

and the starts the kernel.

The kernel initiates the host-target communication, activates the application loader,

and waits for the target application to be downloaded from the host PC. The host-target
communication can occur through either serial or TCP/IP communication protocols.

Once the target application has been downloaded to the target PC, it can be controlled

and modified from the host PC.

Host Target Plant

RS-232

•'115kbaud ^rr.MATLAB

Simulink

Real-Time Workshop

xPC Tafget

xPC Target

Application
I/O

^■s^, _yf Physical /
1 System XTCP/IP

(Ethernet)
10/100 Mb/sMS Windows

xPC Target
Real-Time Kernel

PC PC

Non Real-Time Real-Time

Figure A. 1 : xPC Target System

A.1.2 Parameter Tuning

Most Simulink blocks have parameters that you can change before or while your target

application is running. For example, parameters include the amplitude and frequency
of a sine wave.

• Interactive xPC Target supports interactive tuning of parameters while the

target application is running in real-time. The changes to parameters are imme

diately reflected in the signal outputs.

• Scripts and batch procedures - xPC Target also includes commands to change

parameters during a run between runs. By writing a script that incrementally

changes a parameter andmonitors a signal output, you can optimize the valué of

that parameter.

A.2 Asynchronous Communications Adapter

The QSC-200/300 provides four independent serial channels, each ofwhich is jumper

configurable for either RS-422 or RS-485. All channels are addressed in a continuous
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32-byte I/O block for simplified software access, and all channels can share one PCI

interrupt. An interrupt status register is available for determining the interrupt source.
PCI registers are properly implemented to ensure that Plug and Play works reliably,
and that the card will not cause PCI bus conflicts.

Features:

• Four independent serial interfaces

• Configurable on-board as RS-422 or RS-485

• PCI bus specification 2.1 compliant

• Speeds to 921.6 kbps

• 16750 UARTs with 64-byte FIFOs standard

• Four-layer board design

• All ports share a single PCI interrupt

• Optional surge suppression package

• Standard female DB-37 connector

• Optional cables with four DB-25 or four DB-9 male connectors

• Windows 95/98/NT/2000/XP and OS/2 supported
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Figure A.2: QSC-200/300 Asynchronous Communications Adapter

We use the QSC200/300 to control the ANAT robot in real-time. Nowadays, the

ANAT robot works with a RS-485 protocolMatlab has all the drivers needed for QSC-
200/300 adapter. The QSC-200/300 is connected in a PCI slot ofthe Target PC. This is

an important feature ofxPC target because we do not need to install the driver for this

device in the host PC. You can test the driver ofthe QSC-200/300 typing: getxpcpci in

the Matlab command window Host PC. This function returns information about all the

devices installed in the Target PC. In this document we study the xPC Target interface

between the ANAT robot and the Host-Target PC; we do not study the electronic circuit

inside each articulation of the robot. We consider the robot as a device which works

with a RS-485 protocol. Figure A.3 could be very important in the future, it shows

how to connect the DB-9 connector ofthe ANAT robot with the DB-9 connector ofthe

QSC-200/300 adapter, and Table A. 1 shows the volt specification applied to the ANAT

robot.
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Figure A.3: DB9 connector ofthe ANAT robot

Wire color Function

Green +36 Volts

Black GND (36 Volts)

Red + 12 Volts

White GND (12 Volts)

Table A. 1 : DB9 connector conñguration

The female connector DB-9 is plugged directly with the male connector DB-9 of

the QSC-200/300 adapter.

With the above information the hardware configuration is done. Now, we will study
the program to receive and send data inMatlab/Simulink.

A.3 xPC Target in Simulink

Some configurations are needed in Simulink when xPC target is used. In order to im

plement real-time control we need work in External mode in Simulink. The following

procedure explains how to créate a new model in Simulink in this mode.

I.- Open a new model in Simulink

2. In Simulink change normal mode to external mode



File Edit View Simulation Format Tools Help

D |._£EFMf Jt:<■»-rn-* * 1 1 Sí¡,.GSÍ ]. ► ■

Ready ode45

Figure A.4: new model in Simulink

■

3.- Go to Configuration Parameters and select fixed step and the odel (Euler) solver
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Figure A.5: Configuration Parameters window

4.- In System target file option click in Browse and select xpc target .tic
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Figure A.6: System target file browser window

with the above information you are able to start making a new model.

A.4 Receiving and sending data

As it was mentioned before, Matlab has all the drivers needed for the QSC-200/300.

Figure A. 14 displays the block to receive and send data.

q

Tau

qp

h

—

Inputs/Outputs

Figure A.7: Receive and send data block

where Tau is the desired torques in the motors, this signal is type double. q is the

joint position vector and qp is the derivative of q.

The study ofthis block is divided in four stages:
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Figure A.8: Receive and send data subsystem block

Block 1. The task ofthis block is stopping the motors in the ANAT robot when any
limit switch is activated. When no limit switch is activated the control signal is sent to

the ANAT robot. Note that this block has a saturator block; the saturator block ensures

that the motors receive current in the right range.

Block 2. This block converts the control signal in a digital signal. The QSC-
200/300 block works with inputs of type uint8 and that iswhy we can not connect block

1 with the QSC-200/300 directly. Block 2 is the only block which is not dynamic. The

other blocks in this program are dynamic, that means that these blocks figure out the

size of the signáis that they use. In other words, when more modules are installed in

the ANAT robot, block 2 must be modified manually. This program is for five degrees

of freedom.

The ASCII encode block must be configured as in figure A.9
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L_ Function Block Parameters: ASCII Encode

ASCII Encode - encode input variables as ascii for RS232.

Format string:

mmm u
■

Number of variables:

IC I]
Max output string length:

§C
Variable types:

|{ "double'} I

. , ■ ■ ■•■. , .

f

OK Cancel Help Apply

Figure A.9: Function Block Parameters: ASCII Encode

In figure A.10
'=' character indicates the initial byte, which must be sent to the

ANAT robot before sending the current signáis.

Starting character of

the transmission

PWM control for the

1st card

PWM control for the

2nd card

Character 1 Character 2 Character 3

PWM control for the

n-th card

Character n+1

Figure A.10: SendCurrent

Block 3. The block QSC200/300 needs to be configured as follows
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H Function Block Parameters: QSC-200/300 G
RS422/485 bend neceive (nriaskj [HnkJ

QSC-200/300

Quatech

RS422/485 Send Receive Subsystem

_

Parameter aioup: _______[ __•_?__! _______M^.

Poitto modify: |1 V

Receive software FIFO size:

[1024
Receive máximum read

¡5"N

Receive minimum read:

h

□ Read to delimiter:

Delimiten
'

qe:
Receive data type: j 8 bit uint nuil terminated v

Receive SampleTime:

|T

l OK Cancel Help Apply

Figure A. 1 1 : Receive setup
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\T¡ Function Block Parameters: QSC-200/300

RS422/485 Send Receive (mask) (link)

QSC-200/300

Quatech

RS422/485 Send Receive Subsystem
I

Parameters

Farameter group: i-E_EI__!J_H _■_■'*'

Port to modify: |1 *

Baud rate: 115200 M

Parity: ¡None r

Data bits: [8 v

Stop bits: [i

Hardware FIFO size: [64 deep m

Receive FIFO interrupt level*. [half full r

Assert on transmit* [None ü

¡ OK Cancel Help Apply

Figure A.12: Basic setup

H Function Block Parameters: QSC-200/300

RS422/485 Send Receive (rnask) (link)

QSC-200/300

Quatech

RS422/485 Send Receive Subsystem

_

Parameter arouo: UBSH3GEE ■ *

Poit to modify; |1 «S

Transmit software FIFO size:

¡1024

Tiansmit FIFO data type: ¡8 bit uint nuil teiminated m

OK. Cancel | Help II Apply

Figure A. 13: Transmit setup
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D Function Btock Parameters: QSC-200/300

RS422/485 Send Receive (mask) (link)

QSC-200/300

Quatech

RS422/485 Send Receive Subsystem

Parameters

Parameter group: Iv*!

IRQ number:

Slot:

OK Cancel Help Apply

Figure A.14: Board setup

Block 4. This block reads the FIFO buffer coming from the QSC200/300 block

and organizes the bytes to obtain the position and currentmeasurement. The electronic

circuit in the ANAT robot works as in figure A.15

1st byte

posiüon encoder

2ndbyte

pos ibón encoder

3rdbyte

posibon encoder

4thbyte
current w motor

Sthbyle
current in motor

Istbyte
posi ton encoder

2nd byte
position encoder

3rdbyte

postton encoder

4thbyte
current rx motor

Sthbyle
curren! m motor

Character 1

[_

Character 2 CharacterS Character 4 Character S Character 1

L_

Character 2 Ch -vaciar 3 Character 4 Characters

1st card responso n-th card response

Figure A.15: FIFO Buffer

Basically, block 4 concatenates the less significant bits (LSB) and the most signif
icant bits (MSB) in a uintló variable. It does it for both position and current. Block 4

also is able to save the position vector in the workspace in a variable called q.

This block is dynamic, ifmore modules are installed in the ANAT robot this block

will change automatically. Inside this block there is a signal conditioning program

which is shown in figure A. 16
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CD-4

Figure A.16: Signal conditioning

In this program signal ene is a vector of n-elements (n degrees of freedom). The

first element of ene is the encoder valué of the prismatic joint. The valué encoder

for the prismatic joint requires a special treatment because there is an overflow every

time that the screw rotates 360° The other elements of ene do not need this treatment

because the encoder valúes are limited by the physical limitations ofthe robot (—90°

to 90° for the rotative joints). In order to compute the position vector and the current

vector we need a gain block to convert the encoder valué to a valué given in radians

and to convert the current sensor valué to a valué given in amperes.

Block 4 also computes the derivative respect time of q. In other words, this block

computes the joint velocity vector. In order to find this derivative we use a second

order state variable filter as shown in figure A.17

Figure A. 17: Second order state variable filter

This filter eliminates the noise in the signal at the same time that computes the
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derivative. (This block must be changed manually when more modules are installed).
With the above information we are able to send and receive data from the ANAT robot

using xPC Target ofMatlab/Simulink.
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